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Research Note 

 

Research note: This salesperson does not exist: How tactics 
from political influence operations on social media are 
deployed for commercial lead generation 
 
Researchers of foreign and domestic influence operations document tactics that frequently recur in covert 
propaganda campaigns on social media, including backstopping fake personas with plausible biographies 
or histories, using GAN-generated images as profile photos, and outsourcing account management to paid 
organizations. These tactics, however, can be applied outside of the political realm. In this paper, we 
describe how these three tactics are leveraged to serve a commercial purpose: lead generation for sales. 
We conducted the first study of fake accounts with GAN-generated images on LinkedIn that engage in lead 
generation (n = 1,003) and offer recommendations for grappling with fake persona creation, generally, 
GAN-generated imagery, specifically, and outsourcing. 
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Research questions  
• How are tactics observed in political influence operations—such as creating fake personas with 

plausible histories, using profile photos generated by Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs) to 
backstop fake accounts, and outsourcing disinformation campaigns to third-party firms—used for 
commercial purposes? 

• Once a researcher has found a LinkedIn profile with a GAN-generated image, what methods can 
they use to find other accounts with GAN-generated images related to the account of interest? 

• What steps can LinkedIn take to combat the deceptive use of fake accounts, AI-generated images, 
and outsourcing in the future? 

 

Research note summary  
• We conducted what we believe to be the first study of the use of fake accounts on LinkedIn with 

GAN-generated profile photos. Our research surfaced more than 1,000 such inauthentic accounts 
on LinkedIn, which violate LinkedIn’s terms of service. 

 
1 A publication of the Shorenstein Center on Media, Politics and Public Policy at Harvard University, John F. Kennedy School of 

Government. 

https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/
http://misinforeview@hks.harvard.edu/
https://doi.org/10.37016/mr-2020-104
http://misinforeview.hks.harvard.edu/
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• We observed tactics frequently deployed in political disinformation campaigns on Facebook and 
Twitter being used on LinkedIn for business purposes: in addition to the AI-generated profile 
pictures, these accounts had fake histories that included university attendance and employment 
history, joined LinkedIn Groups, and liked posts created by real users. Some of the accounts were 
created by third-party firms that offer lead generation services and are analogous to marketing 
or PR firms creating fake accounts for propaganda campaigns. 

• Our research pilots several methods for researchers investigating the use of manipulative 
networks on LinkedIn, including using LinkedIn’s “People Also Viewed” feature, investigating 
companies’ “People” lists, and finding third-party firms that claim on their websites to offer AI-
enabled lead generation services. 

• Our investigation was possible because GAN-generated images currently have characteristics that 
are often identifiable with the naked eye; as AI-generated images improve, we suspect the 
problem will grow and fake accounts with AI-generated images will become increasingly difficult 
to identify. 

 

Implications  
 
Research in the disinformation field has documented recurring tactics in political influence operations on 
social media (e.g., Bradshaw et al., 2020; Goldstein & Grossman, 2021; Martin et al., 2020). However, 
these deceptive online practices are also used in other areas, including for business purposes (Stanford 
Internet Observatory, 2020). In this study, we outline how tactics used for political disinformation 
campaigns—fake persona creation, AI-generated imagery, and outsourcing—have similar or analogous 
benefits in the economic sphere. Specifically, we highlight possible benefits of these three tactics for a 
particular business application: lead generation for sales.2 We then offer a case study of 1,003 fake 
accounts with AI-generated profile pictures on LinkedIn, in what we believe to be the first academic study 
of GAN-generated images on the platform.3   

This research makes three contributions to the disinformation literature. First, relatively little research 
documents deceptive tactics on LinkedIn. The platform is difficult to study because LinkedIn does not offer 
a convenient tool for researchers and there are restrictions on viewing accounts’ connections.4 Moreover, 
LinkedIn itself does not provide routine detailed takedown reports that could give specific insight into 
malicious campaigns. Although our case study reflects only a tiny fraction of actioned accounts, we 
provide evidence of several types of deception on the platform.5 Second, the emerging disinformation 
field is primarily focused on political messaging and campaigns. However, fraudsters and economically 
motivated spammers have long piloted deceptive online practices. Our theory and case study bridge the 
political and economic domains, encouraging researchers to learn from other fields. Third, we document 
the deceptive use of AI-generated images at a critical time, since hallmark signs of automation can still be 
detected with the naked eye. Implementing mitigations will be important as more sophisticated 
capabilities become widely available.  
 
 

 
2 Lead generation is the process of identifying and forming relationships with individuals who may have interest in a product, in 

hopes of translating that interest into a sale. 
3 GANs, or generative adversarial networks, are an approach to generative modeling that have been used to create highly realistic 

images. See, for example, Karras et al. (2019). 
4 For example, LinkedIn does not offer researchers a public insight tool such as CrowdTangle (offered by Meta), nor API access 

(such as that offered by Twitter).  
5 LinkedIn does provide aggregate numbers of actioned accounts in semi-annual transparency reports. See: 

https://about.linkedin.com/transparency/community-report.  

https://about.linkedin.com/transparency/community-report
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How deceptive tactics from political influence operations may apply to lead generation: 
 
Fake persona creation  

 
After Russia’s social media influence operations targeting American politics from 2015-2018, a body of 
research outlined how Internet Research Agency propagandists created fake personas to infiltrate target 
communities (DiResta et al., 2019; Howard et al., 2018; Linvill & Warren, 2020a; Linvill & Warren, 2020b). 
Research has shown that people are more receptive to information from in-group members and from 
sources they deem credible and trustworthy (Pornpitakpan, 2004). The process of enhancing a persona 
with a plausible history or credentials (a practice known as “backstopping”) can include creating content 
that is not directly tied to the mission at hand to increase the persuasive effect of a campaign 
(Golovchenko et al., 2020). 

A similar logic for persona creation may apply to sales: if people are more likely to respond favorably 
to salespeople they deem as credible, trustworthy, or in-group members, then businesses could benefit 
from creating fake personas with plausible and relatable histories for outreach efforts. This can enhance 
outreach efficiency and effectiveness if social media platforms like LinkedIn limit the number of messages 
an account can send, charge to send unsolicited or out-of-user-network messages, or if companies do not 
have salespeople who are members of the communities they wish to solicit. 
 
AI-generated imagery  
 
In December 2019, researchers from the network firm Graphika and the Atlantic Council’s Digital Forensic 
Research Lab published an investigation into a network of accounts on Facebook and Instagram titled 
“#OperationFFS: Fake Face Swarm.” The authors noted the network was the first time they had seen AI-
generated pictures “deployed at scale to generate a mass collection of fake profile pictures deployed in a 
social media campaign” (Nimmo et al., 2019, p. 15). Since then, researchers in the disinformation field 
have observed a rise in the number of takedowns of accounts by Facebook and Twitter that use AI-
generated profile pictures (Goldstein & Grossman, 2021). Such operations include efforts to counter West 
Papua’s independence movement, to spread vox populi commentary about American politics, and to pose 
as American journalists (Graphika, 2020; Stanford Internet Observatory, 2020; Strick, 2020). 

GANs offer several possible advantages when creating fake accounts. When a profile uses a stock or 
stolen photo, it can often be identified as such via reverse image search; GAN-generated images are 
unique and often undiscoverable through this process. Moreover, GAN-generated images allow 
propagandists to develop personas that blend into the desired target community. Websites such as 
generated[dot]photos—a website that offers “unique, worry-free model photos” that are AI-generated—
allow users to select age, sex, ethnicity, and emotion.6  

Compounding this, recent research suggests that AI-generated images are found to be believable and 
trustworthy; humans struggle to distinguish between real faces and synthetic ones (Nightingale & Farid, 
2021; Shen et al., 2021). In experimental settings, users perceived social media accounts with AI-
generated images as trustworthy and reported that they would likely accept a LinkedIn connection from 
such accounts (Mink et al., 2022). AI-generated photos may help fake accounts used for lead generation 
give a trustworthy impression and foster connections with real users. 
 
 

 
6 These websites offer access to AI-generated images for those with no specialized background in machine learning. Researchers 

suspected that GANs would become more widespread in influence operations because of the “ease with which threat actors can 

now use publicly available services to generate fake profile pictures…” (Nimmo et al., 2020, p. 2). 
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Outsourcing  
 
Political actors frequently outsource their disinformation campaigns to third-party marketing or PR firms 
(DiResta et al., 2022; Goldstein & Grossman, 2021). Comparing Russian operations run in-house by Russian 
military intelligence with operations outsourced to the Internet Research Agency, DiResta et al. (2022) 
offer four reasons why a state may choose to outsource to digital mercenaries: “they give the state access 
to top talent trained in the latest social media campaign techniques, they can save the state money, they 
may make campaigns more difficult to discover, and they afford plausible deniability if they are 
discovered” (p. 4). These rationales likewise apply to sales: companies may outsource lead generation to 
third parties with specialized expertise who can identify prospective customers more cost-effectively.7 If 
the third party leverages fake accounts to further decrease costs, the hiring company has plausible 
deniability.  
 
Table 1. Summary of hypothesized benefits of three tactics observed in the political disinformation space 

that may apply to lead generation.8  

Tactic Possible benefits for propagandist or sales team 

Fake accounts with 
plausible histories 

● Increase persuasiveness of message 
● Manufacture consensus 
● Blend into target community (shared 

background/interests) 

GAN-generated 
profile pictures 

● Decrease detection relative to stolen 
pictures 

● Blend into target community (shared 
demographics) 

Outsourcing ● Lend expertise 
● Economically efficient 
● Decrease detection 
● Offer plausible deniability 

 
In this paper, we describe 1,003 accounts that use GANs that listed at least 63 different current employers 
at the time they were removed.9 The accounts we surfaced violate LinkedIn terms of service because they 
backstopped with fake histories—falsely claiming to have attended colleges and worked for other 
companies—and because they claim to represent people that, to the best of our knowledge, do not exist 
(LinkedIn User Agreement). Our research shows that the three tactics described above in the political 
context are already used for business on LinkedIn.  

 
7 Using third-party outsourced sales and marketing teams is a legitimate business practice. Our focus here is on firms that leverage 

deception specifically, and the possible benefits for propagandists or sales teams of outsourcing deceptive work as opposed to 

running it in-house.  
8 Our case study shows that these three tactics are used in economic sales for lead generation, but does not isolate and test whether 

each tactic is beneficial compared to a relevant baseline. Future research could consider, for example, whether survey respondents 

would be more likely to accept connection requests from accounts with plausible histories (compared to no histories) or whether 

firms benefit from plausible deniability when those they contract are caught running fake accounts. 
9 We stopped our research after documenting 1,003 accounts because we felt we had sufficient evidence to provide proof of fake 

accounts with GAN-generated images on LinkedIn. Our investigation was meant to be a case study and provide proof of issue, 

rather than an exhaustive study. Even after we reached this mark, we continued to see additional accounts with GAN-generated 

images but faced limitations in how often we could update our analysis. 
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Our investigation establishes proof-of-issue on LinkedIn and raises two concerns. First, fake account 
detection is currently aided by artifacts present in AI-generated photos such as irregular ears, pupils, 
teeth, glasses, and jewelry (Gershgorn, 2018). As technology improves, it will become more difficult, if not 
impossible, to detect AI-generated images with the naked eye. Users may waste time connecting with 
fake salespeople or recruiters, or be defrauded by deceptive operations with fake accounts. When people 
begin to question the humanness of accounts on LinkedIn, they may be less inclined to network through 
the platform and grow less trusting of the broader online information environment. Second, our 
investigation demonstrates that those behind backstopped fake accounts can incorporate unwitting 
companies and universities into a manipulative operation.  
 
Possible recommendations for LinkedIn to mitigate these concerns include: 
 
1. Create a GAN-specific policy to minimize rule-skirting. LinkedIn could offer a clear policy of whether (or 
under what conditions) the use of AI-generated profile pictures is permissible on its website. (This might 
be informed by a platform-directed or research-directed study of the conditions under which LinkedIn 
users find AI-generated imagery acceptable.) While current LinkedIn platform rules appear to prohibit 
their use since they constitute misrepresenting one’s identity,10 LinkedIn could address this directly and 
decrease the likelihood of third-party companies claiming they are unaware of the prohibition. This 
recommendation is unlikely to deter a determined user, but could complement a broader effort to 
educate LinkedIn users about platform abuses. For example, LinkedIn could pair updates to its current 
platform policies with an overhaul of its transparency reports that would help make the public more aware 
of recent deceptive campaigns. 
 
2. Integrate GAN-detection models. LinkedIn could integrate AI models that attempt to detect whether an 
image or profile picture is computer-generated to flag accounts upon creation or profile picture posting.11 
To be effective in surfacing AI-generated imagery, these models will require updating. As GAN technology 
improves, detection models will have to improve as well to remain effective.  

In addition to using detection models to surface accounts with fake profile photos, this effort would 
offer LinkedIn trust and safety employees an opportunity to study networks of accounts with AI-generated 
images for other technical indicators of inauthenticity, possibly updating other detection processes based 
on any findings. To avoid punishing false positives, flagged accounts could be subject to manual review by 
the trust and safety team.  
 
3. Create notification and verification options for companies to better manage affiliated profiles. LinkedIn 
users can claim to have worked for a company without that company receiving a notification or confirming 
that the listed employment history is factual, opening the door to fraud.12 We suspect this problem is 
much more widespread than accounts that use GAN-generated images and can undermine both brand 
reputation and user trust in the platform. Additional research could explore these questions directly. 

We recommend LinkedIn explore two optional features to mitigate this deceptive behavior: a 
notification system and a verification feature. A notification system could entail LinkedIn notifying a 
designated HR account whenever a new LinkedIn account lists the company as their employer. This would 
help companies more quickly notice fake activity, but should be optional given that it could add a burden 
on the user in charge of the company’s LinkedIn presence. An optional verification system could entail 

 
10 A full-on ban may be ostensibly appealing, but not necessarily the right course of action. For instance, AI artists may have 

legitimate reasons to include AI-generated content in a profile picture. LinkedIn developing an explicit policy would clarify how 

to treat such edge cases, as well as the conditions under which GANs would be permissible more generally. 
11 For a recent review of the literature on GAN-generated faces detection, see Wang et al. (2022). 
12 In our investigation, this allowed fake accounts to create plausible histories by falsely backfilling past employers and education.  
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LinkedIn offering a symbol for work histories that have been verified by the company page.13 This feature 
may increase trust among ordinary LinkedIn users who receive InMail messages or connection requests if 
they can have higher confidence that a user actually worked for a company listed in their employment 
history. 

 

Evidence 
 
On December 13, 2021, one of the authors received a LinkedIn message from an account with the name 
Keenan Ramsey that claimed to work for RingCentral (a cloud-based communications solution company). 
The account claimed to be a Sales Development Representative, a sales role that generates leads for more 
senior account executives. The LinkedIn message was a typical pitch: establishing a common connection 
by referencing a shared group membership and highlighting the benefits of RingCentral (Figure 1). 
However, its profile picture bore the hallmarks of a GAN-generated image: an earring on one ear but not 
the other, hair that fades into the background, and the blurred background typical of StyleGAN2 images. 
In fact, we found an identical face on a website, generated[dot]photos, that offers AI-generated images 
(Figure 2). 
 

 
Figure 1. Initial pitch by a LinkedIn account Keenan Ramsey, with signs that the image was generated by AI. The image has an 

earring on one ear but not another, eyes that are perfectly centered, and strands of hair that blend into the background. 

 

 

 
13 LinkedIn currently offers a feature where companies can register a domain, and employees must verify their work email address 

from that domain to gain access to content on the “My Company” page and to post jobs on behalf of the company. However, 

LinkedIn does not offer outward-facing symbols of verification that would be seen by other users.  
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Figure 2. A screenshot from generated[dot]photos. When we searched for Ramsey’s photo, an identical face with a different 

background appears on generated[dot]photos (second row, second to the right), indicating the source of the AI-generated 
image.  

 
On RingCentral’s “People” page on LinkedIn, we observed dozens of other accounts that claimed to be 
employees in sales roles (e.g., Sales Development Representative, Growth Specialist) and appeared to 
have GAN-generated profile pictures. The current state of GAN technology is such that unmodified images 
generated from models such as StyleGAN2 have eyes that consistently align. In Figure 3, we show the 
profile pictures of 15 accounts that purported to work for RingCentral, with consistent eye placement. 
Upon investigation, we noticed that the accounts that listed content in their “About” section all used the 
same stock description of RingCentral and listed universities attended and purported employment history. 
However, the accounts did not offer any other unique or personally identifiable information. 
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Figure 3. 15 images from accounts that purported to work for RingCentral. These images have overlapping eye placement—a 

hallmark of GAN creation.14  

 
Days later, a real employee from RingCentral followed up on their “colleague” Keenan Ramsey’s message, 
establishing that the original outreach was tied—knowingly or unknowingly—to RingCentral. We omit the 
name of this employee for privacy concerns and note that, according to their LinkedIn account, their 
employment at RingCentral halted within several months of the message. A journalist, Shannon Bond, 
searched for evidence of Ramsey’s existence. She found that the employers Ramsey listed (e.g., 
RingCentral, Language I/O) had no record of her, and that her purported alma mater (New York University) 
said they have no record of anyone named Keenan Ramsey receiving an undergraduate degree (Bond, 
2022).15 

When viewing the RingCentral employee profiles with suspected GAN-generated images, we noticed 
in the “People Also Viewed” feature, where LinkedIn recommends other accounts, additional images that 
seemed GAN-generated. We used the “People Also Viewed” function and a company crawl (described in 
the Methods section below) to surface additional accounts with GAN-generated images, ultimately finding 
more than 1,000 profiles with GAN-generated images that purported to work for more than 63 companies 
at the time the accounts were removed.  

Some of these images have clear signs of inauthenticity. In Figure 4, the image on the left has glasses 
that connect to one ear but not the other; the image on the right has a rendering of a second person that 
is disproportionate.  

 

 

 

 

 

 
14 RingCentral told Shannon Bond, a journalist at NPR, that they did not have a record of anyone by the names of these accounts 

working for the company. According to Sensity analysis (described below), each of these images has greater than a .99999 

probability of being GAN-generated. These 15 accounts, along with dozens of others that claimed to work for RingCentral, were 

removed from the platform after Bond shared our findings with RingCentral and we shared our findings with LinkedIn. 
15 For more information on journalists who work on understanding misinformation online, see McClure Haughey et al. (2020).  
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Figure 4. Examples of GAN-generated images from LinkedIn accounts with clear signs of inauthenticity. The image on the left 

has glasses that blend into a face, and the image on the right has partial rendering of a second face. 

 
Through the “People Also Viewed” feature, we also found a company that advertised its services 
generating “engaging leads” with “AI-generated avatars” (Figure 5). Analogous to propaganda 
account outsourcing described above, this suggests that companies are outsourcing lead 
generation to third-party firms, which, in turn, are running fake accounts on behalf of the original 
companies. In Figure 5, we show a screenshot from the website getlia[dot]io, a company that 
offers LinkedIn automation tools as a service. We surfaced additional third-party firms from a 
simple Google search as well. 
 

 
Figure 5. LIA website screenshot. Screenshot from the website of a third-party firm that offers clients LinkedIn outreach services 

with “AI-generated avatars.” 

 
The accounts with GAN-generated images were designed to be indistinguishable from real people. 
Behaviorally, they joined groups (presumably for the purpose of gaining visibility into a larger percentage 
of LinkedIn users in order to generate new leads), then interacted with real target users via messages. The 
accounts also engaged in other activities such as liking posts; the accounts liked more than 60,000 distinct 
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posts, bestowing more than 83,000 “Likes” in total.16 The posts that the accounts liked were a mix of 
public content ranging from personal or professional commentary to job-related posts.17  

To generate plausible identities, the accounts claimed to have attended university and worked at 
other companies in the past. There were over 250 different universities claimed as alma maters for the 
personas; the majority of these affiliations were appropriated once, but 17 schools appeared more than 
a dozen times, and New York University was listed in 53 of the 1,003 profiles. (New York City was the most 
popular declared location). The profiles claimed to work or to have worked in the past, for 594 distinct 
companies. A number of profiles appeared to be repurposed by their operators for multiple clients, either 
listing multiple jobs at companies that appeared to be clients or removing the prior client before listing a 
new client in its place. Other accounts listed what appeared to be fabricated ties to prominent companies 
(such as AT&T, Johnson & Johnson, and Coca-Cola). We suspect that, as with political influence operations, 
fake persona creation was an attempt to give the impression of a real person behind the account, in this 
environment, to decrease the likelihood of detection and increase the persuasiveness of messages to real 
LinkedIn users.  
 

Methods  
 
We surfaced the LinkedIn profiles described above using two different processes: 1) following 
recommendations from LinkedIn’s “People Also Viewed” feature, and 2) surfacing new leads via Google 
search. We outline these two methods below. 

First, starting with the initial LinkedIn account that purported to work for RingCentral, we surfaced 
additional accounts with GAN-generated images by following LinkedIn’s “People Also Viewed” 
recommendations. In Figure 6, we provide an example. When viewing an account that claims to work for 
RingCentral with a GAN-generated image, under LinkedIn’s “People Also Viewed” we saw accounts that 
purported to work for HighRadius and Corrisoft with suspected GAN-generated images. We then 
examined those accounts and looked at other employees on the companies’ respective “People” pages 
on LinkedIn. Using this pivot approach, we surfaced dozens of different companies listed on LinkedIn 
where accounts with GAN-generated images claimed to work.18 In Figure 7 we provide a stylized depiction 
of this search process.19 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
16 To calculate these summary statistics, we used the open-source intelligence software Maltego. 
17 The post liked by the greatest number of the fake accounts (78 of the 1,003) was a highly popular post with over 500,000 likes. 

Most of the 60,000 posts were liked by only one of the accounts. 
18 For each suspected GAN profile, we recorded information in two ways: First, we used the Google Chrome “SingleFile” plug-in 

to capture the entire page as an HTML. This allowed us to archive information such as the account’s name, “About” description, 

educational history, and past work experience. Second, we downloaded the profile picture separate from the SingleFile to retain a 

higher resolution image. This higher resolution image allowed us to enlarge the picture for manual inspection, and to partner with 

a company with a GAN detection model (described further below) to assess whether the image was, in fact, AI-generated.  
19 This is similar to a snowball sampling or a chain-referral strategy. Instead of asking study participants to recommend others, we 

used their company listing or LinkedIn’s “People Also Viewed” feature to surface additional accounts. 
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Figure 6. Screenshot highlighting “People Also Viewed” search strategy. When viewing Eric’s account that purports to work for 
RingCentral, accounts Rocco and Adan that purport to work for different companies were listed under “People Also Viewed.” We 

used this search strategy for surfacing additional accounts and additional companies with GAN-generated images.  

 

 
Figure 7. A stylized depiction of our first primary search strategy for surfacing GAN-generated images.  

 
Second, we surfaced additional companies with GAN-generated images on LinkedIn by searching on 
Google for companies that advertised AI-generated LinkedIn services. In several cases, accounts with GAN-
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generated images were listed as employees of these companies on LinkedIn. When viewing these 
accounts, additional persona accounts (purportedly from other companies) again appeared on “People 
Also Viewed.”  

After surfacing the profiles, we contacted Sensity AI, a private firm with a model that detects GAN-
generated images.20 We ran 975 profile pictures from the LinkedIn accounts through Sensity (omitting 
images from accounts that had been removed between our initial investigation and our archiving 
process).21 For 968 of those profile pictures, the model had over 90% confidence that the image was GAN-
generated, and for 900 of the profile pictures, the confidence rating was above 99.9%. The overwhelming 
majority of those images were attributed to StyleGAN2.22 Of the seven images that the Sensity model was 
not highly confident were GAN-generated, several had watermarks that may have distorted the Sensity 
analysis. While we could not independently audit Sensity’s model, Sensity’s analysis provided an 
independent data point to support the notion that the images were, in fact, generated by AI. While these 
models can detect StyleGAN/StyleGAN2 images, we acknowledge that they may not provide a solution to 
other AI-synthesized images and that as these detection technologies become more accessible, they may 
become easier to circumvent (the “detection dilemma”) (Leibowicz et al., 2021). 
 
Limitations 
 
Our research has limitations related to exhaustiveness, replicability, and data access. Our research into 
GAN-generated images on LinkedIn was not exhaustive but meant to document a set of uses for the 
disinformation field. Because we detected suspected GAN-generated images by eye, there are likely GAN-
generated images we did not include in our list of accounts, resulting in an undercount. In many cases, we 
saw suspected GAN-generated images but were restricted by LinkedIn from clicking on the account, 
perhaps because we were too many degrees of connections away. A second product of searching by eye 
is that the research may not be replicable. This is particularly the case now that LinkedIn has actioned 
almost all of the accounts.23  
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